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Modern Expandable Dining Tables for Every Home!
Bellamai Furniture offers a great selection of expandable dining tables, perfect for a family dinner or a
night of entertaining.
Nov. 11, 2009 - PRLog -- Ever feel like your table is just too big or just too small to accommodate your
everyday life? Bellamai Furniture feels like you should not have to feel one way or the other! Bellamai is
proud to offer a large selection of contemporary expandable tables that make it easy to adjust for the
occasion. With the holidays fast approaching, do not settle for buying a table too large for your everyday
space or too small to entertain everyone.
www.BellamaiFurniture.com makes it easy to transform your dining room into a magnificent work of art
while remaining efficient.
Bellamai Furniture’s featured expandable dining sets:
1. http://www.bellamaifurniture.com/Dallas-Modern-Expandable-Dining-Set_p_379.html
The Dallas Modern Expandable Dining Set blends wenge wood, metal, glass and fabric and a beautiful,
contemporary dining set. This modern rectangular table is inlayed with a rectangular glass. Resting on two
square-shaped legs, this contemporary dining table is extendable to entertain guests or large families. With
a rectangular cut-out, the dining chair epitomizes contemporary style with its blend of wood and fabric. The
contemporary buffet's glass top rests on two arms for a float-like look. The three drawers are separated from
the four doors by a thin metallic strip. Resting on two metallic legs, this buffet is truly a contemporary
masterpiece.
2. http://www.bellamaifurniture.com/Bijou-Expandable-Dining-...
The Bijou Expandable Dining Room Set blends wood and leather in this beautiful, simple, contemporary
dining room set. The expandable table is a contemporary take on the classic table. The table top rests atop
four legs with a slight separation for a look of floating, for an additional modern detail. The chair blends
wood and dark leather for a truly contemporary chair, which was built for comfort. The contemporary
buffet has three storage columns and a sliding door to hide one column at a time. This modern buffet is
simple with its drawers and shelves. The addition of glass adds a modern detail to this simple buffet.
3. http://www.bellamaifurniture.com/Ireland-Contemporary-Din...
The Ireland Contemporary Dining Room Set blends dark wood, metal and fabric in this beautiful modern
set. The table sits atop six asymmetrical square metallic legs. The table top is inlayed with 4 wood squares
with opposite grain for a simple, elegant and beautiful detail. The chairs are modern angled seatback dining
chairs, with a simple rectangular cut-out in the middle. The beautiful buffet mimics the legs of the table.
The checkerboard-like doors of the buffet make this a beautiful, modern, contemporary piece.
4. http://www.bellamaifurniture.com/Galway-Modern-Dining-Roo...
The Galway Modern Dining Room Set creates a beautiful modern piece by blending wood, leatherette and
metal. The contemporary table sits atop six asymmetrical square metallic legs. This large modern dining
table is perfect for entertaining guests or just a night home with the family. The chair is a beautiful modern
angled seat back dining chair. With a rectangular cut-out, this modern dining chair epitomizes
contemporary style with its blend of wood and leatherette. The modern buffet sits atop six asymmetrical
square metallic legs. The leatherette-covered doors of the buffet make this a beautiful, modern,
contemporary piece.
5. http://www.bellamaifurniture.com/Bagota-Glass-Table-Dining-Set_p_446.html
The Bagota Glass Table Dining Set is an elegant centerpiece for any modern dining room. The
contemporary table combines wood and glass, straight edges and curved sides for a beautiful dining table.
Situated on a wood square base, the glass table top has a black strip in the center for a unique table runner.
The modern buffet and fabric chair are inspired by the ocean in these beautiful and elegant wave-like
contemporary pieces. The entire buffet is curved to depict a wave, while the detailed handles add to the
inspiration. The contemporary buffet is topped with glass that rests on metallic inserts for a float-like look.
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The modern fabric chair, resting on four wood legs, has a curved back for added support and beauty. This
set is truly a contemporary masterpiece.
6. http://www.bellamaifurniture.com/Verona-Leather-Dining-Set_p_443.html
The Verona Leather Dining Set is a contemporary take on the traditional set. With a simple design, the
modern set stands out because of its leatherette finish. The dark leatherette finish is also detailed with white
stitching for added beauty and elegance. With four doors, a wood top, and four legs, the contemporary
buffet is perfect in any modern dining room. Perfect for entertaining guests or a night in with family, this
set will be the centerpiece of your dining room.
Check out www.BellamaiFurniture.com for all your modern, contemporary, expandable furniture needs!
###
About Bellamai Furniture: Bellamai Furniture prides itself on the excellence of three principles:
QUALITY, DESIGN and CUSTOMER SERVICE. Derived from “Belle Maison” meaning beautiful home
in French, Bellamai offers contemporary furniture that is “designed for living”. Bellamai Furniture is proud
to offer a wide assortment of modern furniture for the contemporary living room, dining room and
bedroom. Many products at Bellamai Furniture are customizable to fit any contemporary room. From
changing the fabric or color, or customizing the size or height of a product, Bellamai Furniture works with
our customers to create their perfect product. At Bellamai we constantly strive to bring our customers the
newest designs and the most beautiful, contemporary products, and therefore, we frequently expand our
site.
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